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A recent controversy in the treatment of estrogen receptor positive (ER+) breast cancers is whether an aromatase inhibitor, e.g., letrozole (LET) or TAM should be given as first line endocrine therapy. Unfortunately, response rates are lower, and response durations are shorter, on crossover than when these agents are given as first line therapies, e.g., ~40% of tumors show crossresistance to TAM or an aromatase inhibitor on crossover. Only 50% of ER+ tumors respond to endocrine therapy. Currently, we fail to predict endocrine responsiveness in about 66% of ER+/PgR- (progesterone receptor), 55% of ER-/PgR+, and 25% of ER+/PgR+ tumors. In this new Clinical Translational Research Award, we hypothesize that our analytical methods can extract expression profiles of breast tumors that define their responsiveness (sensitive vs. resistant) to endocrine therapy. These profiles, when combined with known predictive/prognostic factors, will support neural network and biostatistical classifiers or committee machines that predict each tumor's endocrine responsiveness. Our objectives are to array breast cancer cases, build classifiers of endocrine responsiveness (using microarray data), and validate these classifiers in independent data sets. In the long term, we will design custom arrays for use in clinical practice. Genes will be further studied using cellular and molecular methods, and their role as therapeutic targets explored.
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INTRODUCTION

Endocrine therapy is often the least toxic and most effective treatment for hormone receptor positive invasive breast cancer. Such therapy includes antiestrogens (tamoxifen, fulvestrant) and aromatase inhibitors (anastrozole, letrozole, exemestane). Tamoxifen (TAM) increases disease free and overall survival in the adjuvant setting, reduces the incidence of estrogen receptor positive disease (ER+; unless otherwise noted ER=ER\(_\alpha\)) in high-risk women, and reduces the rate of bone loss secondary to osteoporosis in postmenopausal women [1,2]. Aromatase inhibitors are effective only in the absence of functioning ovaries - TAM can be used regardless of menopausal status. Recent studies suggest that anastrozole may be superior to TAM in the adjuvant treatment of postmenopausal women with ER+ breast cancer; other studies report higher overall response rates with letrozole (LET) vs. TAM as first line therapy in the metastatic setting. Thus, a recent controversy in the management of patients with ER+ disease is whether an aromatase inhibitor or TAM should be given as first line endocrine therapy [3-9].

In this Clinical Translational Research award, we will build classifiers that accurately separate antiestrogen sensitive from antiestrogen resistant breast tumors and begin to assist in the direction of specific endocrine treatments (antiestrogen vs. aromatase inhibitor) to individual patients. We hypothesize that endocrine responsiveness is affected by a gene network, rather than the activity of only one or two genes or signaling pathways [10-12]. Since the key components of such a network are unknown, we must study 10,000s of genes. We will use Affymetrix GeneChips. We will not identify mutational events, the presence of mRNA splice variants, or post-translational protein modifications. However, these factors have major effects on the transcriptome and their "footprints" should be identified by expression microarrays.

BODY

Overview: We will build classifiers that separate antiestrogen sensitive from antiestrogen resistant breast tumors and begin to assist in the direction of specific endocrine treatments (antiestrogen vs. aromatase inhibitor) to individual patients. To achieve this goal, and consistent with a CTR award, we will complete a 4-year, prospective, neoadjuvant study with Letrozole (LET) or TAM as the only systemic therapy. We will obtain molecular profiles from Affymetrix GeneChips and further develop and apply our innovative bioinformatic and biostatistic methods to explore these high dimensional data sets and build/validate new classifiers. A more accurate predictor of endocrine responsiveness would have widespread clinical use, allowing women and physicians to make more individualized and appropriate treatment decisions. For example, patients with tumors predicted to be resistant to antiestrogens and/or aromatase inhibitors would be strong candidates for an early intervention with cytotoxic chemotherapy.

In most predictive/prognostic marker studies investigators focus on a single factor and whether they obtain a p-value that reaches conventional statistical significance. Our approach is different because we will determine whether we can find joint gene subsets that can separate patients into sufficiently distinct groups that should differ in their treatment. We will (1) analyze >33,000 genes on retrospective and prospective material, (2) apply new biostatistical and bioinformatic methods to identify ~40 potentially informative "biomarkers," (3) build neural network and biostatistical model classifiers, (4) evaluate the joint discriminant power of selected genes concurrently rather than as single biomarkers, (5) focus on prediction for individual patients where the assessment of a p-value is less important than the classification rate of our predictors, (6) validate the classifiers in independent data sets, and (7) explore the ability of predictors to refine the targeting of specific endocrine therapies.

Evidence has begun to accumulate suggesting that an aromatase inhibitor might be a more effective first line endocrine therapy for some breast cancer patients than the current standard of care (Tamoxifen). These data have generated considerable interest and controversy, in part because unlike TAM, there are no long term studies with aromatase inhibitors where definitive survival data are available. Our study could provide new and
innovative insights into how to approach the more effective targeting of specific endocrine therapies to individual patients.

**Specific Aims**

We will complete two clinical studies and collect gene expression profiles from which to build predictors of endocrine responsiveness. Predictors will be built in Specific Aim 2 and validated in Specific Aim 3.

**AIM 1:** Clinical Studies - **Clinical Study-1** (retrospective) is of pretreatment, single, frozen samples where we will compare the molecular profiles of tumors that recurred on TAM with those of tumors that did not recur. Each resistant sample is matched with a TAM sensitive sample by age, stage, and duration of follow-up. We also have further, single (unmatched), frozen samples from patients already progressing on TAM. **Clinical Study-2** is a prospective study of breast tumor samples from patients treated with neoadjuvant TAM or LET.

**AIM 2:** We will develop and apply novel bioinformatics and biostatistics to discover gene subsets that define the molecular differences between endocrine sensitive and resistant breast tumors. These genes will be used, in combination with established predictive/prognostic factors, *e.g.*, ER, PgR, stage, to build innovative classifiers that can better predict an individual tumor’s endocrine responsiveness.

**AIM 3:** We will test, optimize, and validate the performance of the classifiers from Aim 2 in retrospective studies of human breast tumors. We will measure each gene individually by IHC, *in situ* RNA hybridization (ISH), or *real time* PCR (RT-PCR).

**KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

As noted in previous reports, progress on the clinical goals for this award was greatly delayed because of the time taken to obtain DOD approval of our preexisting institutionally approved IRBs at Georgetown University and at the University of Edinburgh. All institutionally approved protocols and requested material were submitted to the DOD in July 2004; additional information was requested by the DOD several months later and submitted in November 2004. We did not receive final approval to proceed with the clinical studies until March 2005. Much of this delay seems to have been entirely unavoidable (see prior reports). We continue to make significant strides in our development of new analytical procedures. Publications supported since the commencement of this award are listed under “Reportable Outcomes”; these constitute some of our major accomplishments in the past year. These and other key research accomplishments are presented below.

**Progress on our Statement of Work**

- **TASK 1.** Array breast tumor samples from Clinical Studies 1 (retrospective) and 2 (prospective)

We have received n=481 breast specimens from breast cancer patients treated with endocrine therapy (or not, *i.e.*, surgery and radiation only in selected retrospective cases) as described in the original application. These specimens represent a mix of the initial prospective and retrospective specimens. All of these specimens have now been fully analyzed and annotated by the study pathologist. We have successfully extracted total RNA from 480 specimens and labeled 300 for analysis. We have also completed the hybridization and assessment of microarray data quality control on over 200 breast cancer specimens.

We requested that the specimens be sent independent of the clinical information, so that we could adequately and appropriately randomize the RNA preparation, labeling and hybridization and minimize any operator-induced or technology-induced bias. All specimens were processed using our standard operating procedures; each manipulation being performed by the same individual to further reduced inter-operator variability. Details
of the methods, quality control measures and general experimental approaches have been described in detail in earlier annual reports.

We have also found these data to be particularly useful in supporting other studies that are ongoing in the laboratory. For example, these data have been used to support R01 applications on genes we identified and described in the preliminary data for this application. One of these has received a competitive score and will soon be revised and resubmitted. As in prior years, we have also used these data to provide preliminary data on gene expression values that have led to our colleagues initiating other studies directed at developing therapeutic strategies to target individual genes we have identified from within this data set or from other sources.

We continue to array specimens as we obtain the appropriate clinical information from Scotland. In this regard, we have tended to prioritize retrospective study material because these have definitive clinical outcomes (survival). As noted for Task 2 (below), we have begun analysis of the retrospective study and report below the results of our initial studies. For the prospective study, we continue to obtain outcomes data and array specimens as the clinical information dictates (we array specimens when the clinical information is sufficiently informative to be included in our analyses). Since many endocrine treated breast cancers tend to recur in later years, it is to be expected that we may obtain our most valuable data (recurrence) after this award has ended. However, analysis using clinical response as the outcome measure will proceed for the prospective clinical study as was proposed in the original application.

**TASK 2.** Store, process, and train/optimize classifiers from gene expression microarray data (modified to reflect our adoption of caArray and other caBIG tools)

As noted in our previous reports, we also continue to make significant progress on addressing this task, largely as a consequence of our involvement in the National Cancer Institute Center for Bioinformatics (NCICB) led caBIG project. The PI (Dr. Clarke) leads the Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center’s caBIG team and we have been actively involved in the development of caArray (NCICB’s grid-enabled, MIAME compliant, microarray database). We successfully hosted a major caBIG face-to-face meeting between the caBIG Architecture and Vocabulary and Common Data Elements Workspaces at the Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center at Georgetown University in January 2008.

We also continue to further develop and optimize our data analysis algorithms, with particular success in the design of new approaches for network analysis. We have found approaching this goal to be realistic in a much shorter time-frame than initially expected and have already submitted several manuscripts for publication. We also continue to improve our existing algorithms for data analysis. Relevant publications in this area are included below in the section “Reportable Outcomes.”

We have now acquired sufficient data for initial analysis of the endocrine therapies and outcomes. These were presented as an oral presentation at the recent “Era of Hope” meeting in Baltimore, Maryland. For this study, we used the data from our Edinburgh data set (BC030280 data set) to generate classifiers of clinical outcome and validated these classifiers using published data sets. Comparison of the recurrence data across a 25 year period show that our dataset, unlike others in ER+ breast cancers, has strong representation of the late recurrences (>10 years) characteristic of ER+ disease. Other existing data sets appear biased by a high proportion of early recurrences (<10 years) that may be more representative of poor prognosis cases. While early recurrences are also present in our dataset, we hope to have a sufficiently representative distribution to be able to compare early vs. late and possibly obtain a more definitive assessment of endocrine responsiveness. Moreover, our dataset is predominately ER+, allowing us specifically to address our central hypothesis of predicting responsiveness in these patients. Other data sets also tend to include large subsets of ER- cases,
which can bias the classifiers by identifying features associated more with separating ER- and ER+ responders and nonresponders than with identifying ER+ responders and nonresponders.
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The data analysis design is shown above (LOOCV = leave-one-out cross validation) for our initial study. Independent validation was explored in three published data sets:

(i) Ma et al., PNAS 100: 5974, 2003 and Chanrion et al. Clin Cancer Res 14: 1744, 2008 have endocrine treated cases and are useful to assess potential predictive ability (responsiveness to endocrine therapy)

(ii) Wang et al. Lancet 365:671, 2005 is a dataset for assessing prognostic ability (outcome independent of treatment). All datasets used the same gene expression microarray platform we used in generating the BC030280 data set.

We built and tested our initial classifiers on the BC030280 data set. Performance was evaluated against a series of three preset benchmarks (≥70% performance in accuracy, sensitivity, specificity), requiring our classifiers to exceed at least two benchmarks in the two endocrine treated independent data sets (group (i) above). Accuracy is the percentage of cases called correctly (recurred; did not recur); sensitivity and specificity as estimated from the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as described in the original application. Our initial classifiers built on the BC030280 data set met the benchmarks for the two endocrine data sets but failed on the prognostic data set. This is very encouraging as it suggests that our classifiers may be more accurate in predicting endocrine responsiveness than simply driven by poor prognosis. We are currently working to optimize these classifiers and including additional cases as they are arrayed. Thus, we believe that progress on Task 2 is fully consistent with our initial goals.

- **TASK 3.** Retrain/reoptimize classifiers using IHC data from Series 1 (Archival Tissues) and Series 2 (Scottish Adjuvant TAM Trial) for Validation

To perform this task we will obtain clinical information and breast tumor samples from University of Edinburgh (formalin fixed/paraffin embedded). We will rank and prioritize selected joint genes from RNA classifier built and optimized in TASK 2 (above) and retrain/reoptimize the initial neural network IHC classifier (MLP). Finally, we will validate IHC classifier on independent data sets (data sets not used to build and train the MLP classifiers).
As acknowledged in prior reports, we remain unable to move this task substantially forward on the timeframe as initially proposed because of the delays in getting approval to work with the clinical specimens (Task 3 cannot begin until Tasks 1 and 2 are almost complete). Nonetheless, we will work towards addressing this aim where possible in the next year.

**REPORTABLE OUTCOMES**

**Papers and Meeting Reports**

**New Publications (for the present reporting period)**


*We include in the appendix reprints of those papers that are already published and for which we have proofs or reprints. We do not list here or include in the appendices any published abstracts, but can do so if requested. Several other manuscripts also are submitted and in preparation – these will be cited reported in the next report at the end of our no cost extension.

**Comment on Subcontracts:** Please also note that the majority of our publications here and in prior years include coauthors from one or both of our subcontracts. Thus, our program is working very effectively and collaboratively, this should further be apparent in the development of new informatics methods (Virginia Polytechnic and State University subcontract) and the large number of high quality breast tumor specimens we have obtained from the University of Edinburgh.
CONCLUSIONS

We continue to make strong progress on the research infrastructure goals and in the development and optimization of the methods needed for data analysis. We also have completed and published all of the data presented as preliminary data in the initial application. The clinical studies were held up by an unexpectedly long delay in obtaining final approval for our existing protocols - as noted by previous reviewers of our annual reports, this delay adversely affected the prospective study. Consistent with the recommendation of these prior reviewers, it was necessary to request a one-year no cost extension. This extension was formally requested and it has been approved, allowing us to continue the study and accrue additional clinical and microarray data. Overall, we believe that we have made good progress and continue to be productive in publishing the outcomes of this research and in advancing the scientific goals of this study.
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